
Chapter 21

Reaction, Revolution, & Romanticism,   1815-1850

Section 1 (609-619): The Conservative Order   [ RB:  207-217,  243-253]

   The Review book is exceptionally good (especially p.209)

Italicized Intro  (Section 1 is about the best  explanation of this period I’ve ever seen)

The 2nd Paragraph is the big picture.  very important.  Everyone is tired of revolution.
      The opponents of revolution have won and are going to reorganize Europe!!

Status Quo =  the way things are.
1. What two “ideologies of change”  threatened the status quo that was set up in 1815

The Conservative Order
The “old order” is the world  pre-1789!!!
2.  Who is in the “Quadruple Alliance”
3.  What was Metternich's  guiding  principle?   (Not just a 1-word answer please)
4.  However, in what area was the principle of Legitimacy ignored

 Whoah.  look at how they treated France (a conquered foe).  they could have destroyed it.  

     we’ll be comparing that treatment with how the allies treated Germany after WWI.
The Ideology of Conservatism

You should read the brown box on 612.  It’s a good glimpse at conservatism.
5.  What was Edmund Burke’s opinion of social change?
KNOW the list of conservative beliefs in that last paragraph.

The Conservative Domination:  The Concert of Europe
Your book uses “concert of Europe” but never defines it.
The “Concert of Europe” is the process of keeping everything under control using diplomacy.  

The great powers are “conducting” European affairs  just as if  Europe were an 
orchestra.  

Look at what the “principle of intervention” states!!
6.  What 3 areas in Europe did they intervene to stop revolution in 1821-1823
7.  How do the Great Powers’ policies in Greece contradict everything they’ve said they stand 

for?!?!?!!
The Conservative Domination:  The European States

8.    What social group governed Britain in 1815?
9.     Why were the working class protesting  ( resulting in the Peterloo Massacre)
10.   How were the Tories able to stay in power throughout the 1820s. (last sentence)

this is the British secret for avoiding any real revolutions!!!
11.   What did the Karlsbad Decree state?  who was it aimed at?
 

Section 2 (619-623):  The Ideologies of Change    [RB:  269-275]

Liberalism
1.  What were Liberals’  “common denominator”?
2.  If Thomas Malthus saw children starving from poverty, how would he respond?
KNOW that paragraph that discusses the “political” beliefs of  liberals.  It’s well written
3.  Liberalism reflected the attitudes of what social class?
Notice the difference in how John Stuart Mill is portrayed in your Review Book (p272).
It’s completely contradictory.  

“Liberals were not democrats”    Small “d” democrats (not the Democratic Party)

      It’s just saying that Middle Class Liberals did not like or trust “the people” to vote



(Section 2 continued)
Nationalism

“Nation”  does  not mean “country”  A country is a political unit.

A nation is a  group of people.   The political boundaries MAY coincide with the boundaries 

where people live.  Nationalists think that a “nation” of people should have their own country.

It can take two forms
    1)  Germany:  Germans are not in a single country, so nationalists want to UNIFY & create
    2)  Austria:  Serbs, Croats, Hungarians are all in Austria and want their own country.  

Nationalism in this case DESTROYS a country
That map on 622 is great.

Early Socialism
4.  How were early socialists nicknamed by Marxist-Socialists?

5.  Who were the Utopian Socialists?

Don’t try to memorize what each Utopian Socialist did.  Just recognize them as utopian 

socialist and be able to just pull any 2 out of your brain if someone said “early socialism”

Chapter 20  (604 - 606):  Efforts at Change - Workers, Reformers, & Government

Efforts at Change:  The Workers

1. What was the goal of Robert Owen?
2. Describe the goals and  methods of the Luddites
3. What were the goals and methods of the Chartists?  successful?

Efforts at Change:  Reformers and Government
4. What method was used by the middle class to improve the lives of the poor?

Section 3 (623-627):  Revolution & Reform (1830-1848)        [RB:  231-248]

Another French Revolution  (1830)
1.  How does Louis Philippe get power, and from what group does he get support?
2.  Louis Philippe’s policies tended to support whose interests?

Revolutionary Outbursts in Belgium, Poland, and Italy
3.  What principle were these revolutions (in 1830)  based on?
4.  How successful was EACH?

Reform in Great Britain
“concessions to reform were superior to revolution”
5.  The Reform Bill of 32 gave which group the right to vote?
6.  Why did Britain have no revolution in 1848 like the rest of Europe did?

The Growth of the U.S.
The last paragraph is the only one you should bother with.



Section 3 (627 - 631):  The Revolutions of 1848    [RB:  281 - 291]

Yet Another French Revolution
1.  What caused the split in the new “Provisional Government”?
2.  What leader is associated with this government?
3.  Who were the participants in the “June Days” uprising
4.  Who was the first president of the 2nd French Republic?

Revolution in Central Europe
5.  What is the difference between “Big Germany” and a “Little Germany”?
So German nationalists tried to unify Germany in 48, but Austria & Prussia weren’t ready   
6.  What internal problem is Austria having?
7.  How do they solve the Hungarian problem?  What about other ethnic groups?

Revolts in the Italian States
Mazzini’s Young Italy movement
8. How successful were the  Italian nationalist revolts of 1830 & 48?

The Failures of 1848
9.  What does your book ultimately ascribe the failure of the 1848 revolutions to?

Section 4 (631- 636):  The Emergence of an Ordered Society

The Development of new Police Forces

now, i bet you never really thought about when police forces were invented.
1.  the last two paragraphs deal with reformers who thought poverty was the result of . . .

The Reform of Prisons
2.  Prison reform of this period focused on what changes?

Section 5 (636-641):  Culture - The Mood of Romanticism      [RB: 218-229]

Intro
1.  What is Romanticism a reaction against?

The Characteristics
Inner Feelings, individualism, the heroic, organic theory of society, the bizarre
Just be able to list 2 or 3 Romantic figures

Romantic Poets and the Love of Nature
That last paragraph is good.  Especially the Frankenstein part

Romanticism in Art and Music
2.  Explain the assumptions of Romantic Art
3.  Who was the most famous French Romantic artist?

The Revival of Religion
4.  The protestant Awakening witnessed evangelical preachers using what methods?

Italicized Conclusion
you should be able to say that in your own words.
5.  Is  modern American pop society more Enlightenment or Romantic in its orientation 

(in general)?


